Abstract. Following G. M. Reed's definition of a ß-set, we define a QA -set to be any non-o-discrete topological space with the property that each subset is (relatively) analytic (= Souslin-Ï set). Clearly every ß-set is a ß^-set. The discrete irrational extension of the space of real numbers is an example of a first countable hereditarily paracompact (Hausdorff) ß^-set which is not a ß-set.
1. Introduction. A classical theorem of descriptive set theory states that if A is an analytic subset of a Polish (complete separable metric) space, then A is either countable or contains a homeomorph of the Cantor set (see e.g. [K, p. 479] or [Ha, p. 205] ). Generalizations to nonseparable complete metric spaces have been subsequently obtained by Stone [Sj] (for the case when A is a Borel set) and El'kin [E] (A again analytic), where the conclusion now states that A is either o-discrete1 or contains a homeomorph of the Cantor set. (Note that the o-discrete subsets of a separable metric space are precisely the countable subsets.) There are absolute examples which show that these theorems are not true for analytic sets in arbitrary metric spaces (see [K, p. 514] ).
There is, however, a corollary to the above theorems which raises an interesting problem when one removes the assumption of completeness. The corollary is the observation that if A is an analytic subset of a complete (separable) metric space and every subset of A is an analytic set, then A is necessarily o-discrete (respectively countable), since any homemorph of the Cantor set contains nonanalytic sets. In the present paper we will investigate the extent to which this result continues to hold without the assumption of completeness.
Reed [R2] defines a Q-set to be any topological space which is not o-discrete but has the property that every subset is an F"-set of the space. Following this nomenclature, let us define a ß^-set to be any space which is not o-discrete but has the property that every subset is a relative analytic set.2
From the known results about ß-sets and analytic sets, we can easily deduce that the existence of a separable metric QA-set cannot be decided in the theory (ZFC) alone. First observe that if A: is an infinite cardinal and k+ denotes its successor, then the assumption (2* < 2k*) implies that any metric space of weight < k and cardinality > k cannot be a ß^-set, since X has at most 2* analytic subsets [S2, Theorem 23]. In particular, (2" < 2"1) implies that no (uncountable) separable metric space is a ß^-set. On the other hand, we have the well-known fact (due to Silver and Tall [T] ) that under (MA -I-iCH) every subset of the reals of cardinality k is a ß-set (hence a QA-set) for w, < k < 2". (For a further discussion of ß-sets and their applications to problems in set-theoretic topology see [Ru] , [F,] ,
Reed has shown that an analogous situation is also true for nonseparable metric ß-sets. Indeed, as announced in [R2], it is even consistent with (GCH) that there exist nonseparable metric ß-sets (hence again, nonseparable metric ß^-sets). Previously, Reed had shown in [R,] that under Gödel's axiom of constructibihty ( V = L), no first countable, normal, Hausdorff space can be a ß-set; in other words, such topological spaces which have the property that every subset is a relative Fa-set must necessarily be a o-discrete if ( V = L) holds. Our main objective in this paper is to show that under a slightly stronger normality assumption, this last result continues to hold for ß^-sets. That this stronger normality condition is necessary is shown by the following (absolute) example. Example 1. There exists a first countable, Hausdorff and hereditarily paracompact space X which is not a-discrete but has the property that every subset is an FaS-set. We denote by R, P, and ß the space of all real, irrational, and rational numbers respectively. Now let X be the set of real numbers topologized so that a set is open in A" if and only if it has the form U U K, where U is an open set in R and K is any subset of P. The space X is known to be first countable, Hausdorff and hereditarily paracompact (see e.g. [En, Example 5.1.22] or [SS, Example 71] ). The space X is not a-discrete, for otherwise ß would be a Gg-set in X, and hence also in R contrary to the Baire category theorem. To see that every subset of X is an FoS-set, first observe that P is FaS in X since every closed set in R is closed in X.
Now let E he any subset of X. Since P -E is open in X, X -(P -E) = (E n P) U ß is closed, and so the set [(E n P) u Q] n P = E n P is FoS in X. Since the countable set E n ß is clearly FaS in X, so is E = (E n Q) U (E n P). It follows that the space X has all the requisite properties.3
A well-known property of the space X, originally due to Michael [M] , is that the product space X X P is not normal. This must in fact be a property of any absolute example of a first countable normal QA-set in view of the following theorem:
3The reader will note that the space X is not perfect, and so its Borel hierarchy is somewhat pathological. The first Corollary to our Theorem presented below shows that it is consistent with (ZFQ that no first countable perfectly normal space is a ß^-set. On the other hand, in response to a question raised by the author, Professor Arnold Miller has shown in [Mi] that it is consistent with (ZFQ that there exists a separable metric £>,-set which contains non-Borel subsets.
Theorem. ( V = L) Let X be any normal space of character < c with the property that each subset is relatively analytic* Then X is o-discrete if and only if the product space X X P is normal.5
The proof of the Theorem will be given in the next section after some preliminary lemmas and definitions. Let us note here that the "only if part of the conclusion holds without the assmption ( V = L) since any normal a-discrete space A is perfectly normal, and Morita [Mo] has shown that the product of A with any metrizable space will then be perfectly normal.
From Morita's theorem we can also deduce immediately the following corollary to the above Theorem.
Corollary.
( V = L) Let X be any first countable perfectly normal space (e.g., any metrizable space). Then X is o-discrete if and only if every subset of X is relatively analytic.
We conclude this section with a second corollary to the above Theorem, the proof of which is almost verbatim that of the Corollary to Theorem 5 in [R,].
Let X be a first countable space with the properties that each subset is analytic and the product space X X P is normal. Then it is independent of and consistent with (ZFC) that X is metrizable.
Proof (cf. [R^). Assume ( V = L). From [F2]
and the Theorem, A is collectionwise Hausdorff and a-discrete, and hence metrizable by a result of Reed [R3] .
Assume (MA + -i CH). Then one can construct various kinds of first countable, perfectly normal Hausdorff a-discrete spaces (in fact, normal Moore a-discrete spaces) which are not metrizable (see [Ru, Chapter IV] ).
2. Some lemmas on analytic sets and the proof of the Theorem. Let <o denote the set of natural numbers {1,2,...}, "to the set of all sequences in w, and "« the set of finite sequences of length n E u. For rf> G "<o, </>|w will denote the element of "<o consisting of the first n terms of <f>: <J>|/i = (</>" . . . , <f>n). By a slight abuse of notation, we will sometimes denote members of the set "« by <p\n, without intending to specify a member of au. By an analytic set in a topological space A we mean any subset A of A having the form a = u n am", (o where <j> ranges over "<o and A^n is a closed set in A for each <p|n in "to (n = I, 2, . . .). We will always assume that the representation (1) has been 4Professor Heikki Junnila has noted that any space in which all singletons are analytic is necessarily a 7",-space. 5In my original statement and proof of this theorem the space X was assumed to be first countable. The referee has observed that the proof actually shows that the space need only have character < c (i.e., each point has a local base of cardinality < c). Reed's theorem (loc. cit.) can also be extended in the same way.
"regularized" so that A^"+, c A^n always holds (see [KM2, XI, §5] ).
If tp\n and \¡/\n are members of "w, we write \p\n < <j>|/i provided uV < <}>, for /=!,...,«, and we put TMn = {*\n: 4>\n < <b\n}.
Similarly, if <b and ^ are members of ww, we write \p < <i> provided i|/|/i < <J>|/i for every n E a, and we put T* = {*: * < <*>}•
The following lemma is proven in [BS, Lemma 4.6 ].
Lemma 1. Let A be as in (1). For any <p in uw we have u n AMn = n u ^i,, = n u ¿Mn.
The proof is an application of the pigeon-hole principle using the fact that the set T^n is finite. We now deduce the following: Lemma 2. If A is analytic in X, then A has a representation of the type (1) satisfying the additional property that A+\« c A*\n whenever xp\n < <f>|/t.
Proof. Choose closed sets A^Xn in X satisfying (1) and define A%\" = U A^n.
Each /1*|" is closed in X since T^n is finite, and it is clear that the sets A%Xn satisfy property (2) . Let us show that A = U H A*Mn.
That the inclusion c holds in (3) is immediate from the fact that A^ln c A^n. On the other hand, Lemma 1 implies directly that n a*m" = n u AMn = u n ^," c a,
and (3) follows.
Finally, observe that A*\n+X c A*ln follows immediately from the regularity of the sets A^n. That completes the proof.
As topological spaces, the set <o is given the discrete topo'ogy and "w the product topology (and so is homeomorphic to the space of irrational numbers). We now give the proof of the main theorem; it closely parallels the proof of Reed's theorem cited in the introduction.
Proof (of Theorem). We first construct a Hausdorff space Y of character < c (i.e., each point has a local base of cardinality < c), and show that the properties of X imply that Y is normal. We then apply Fleissner's theorem [F2] to deduce that a certain discrete subset of Y can be separated, and conclude from this that X must be a-discrete (cf. the proof of Theorem 5 in [R,] ; also [Ru, p. 46 
]).
Let <uu denote the set of all (nonempty) finite sequences in w, and let Y = A X (<°u u {«}).
We topologize Y by specifying a local base for each point as follows:
(i) Each point of A X <Mw is isolated.
(ii) Fix a point of the form (x, u) and let { Wr(x): r E Rx) be a local base for the topology of A at x, where the cardinality of the indexing set Rx does not exceed c. Call a set S c <au a final segment if there is a <j> E au such that for all \p > <f> there is n(\¡/, S) such that if n > n(\b, S), then \b\n E S. Then, for any final segment S of <uu and map g: S -> Rx the set
is defined to be a neighborhood of (x, w). It is easy to check that the final segments of <ww are closed under finite intersections, and that the topology on Y is well-defined and Hausdorff. Moreover, since there are at most c maps from <uu to Rx for each x in A, it follows that the character of F is < c.
We now proceed to show that Y is normal. Clearly it suffices to show that whenever //' and K' are disjoint sets such that //' u K' = X X {«}, then //' and K' can be separated by disjoint open sets of Y. To this end let //= {x:(x, a) E //'} and
Since H and AT are analytic in A, there exist closed sets H^" and A^|n in A, for each </>|n G <au, satisfying properties (1) and (2) 
For each <¡>\n G «"« let *;," = {«/< G "to: *|it = $|n}. Then ^|n+, c W^n and { ^V|n}n6« *s a l°ca' base f°r •? m tne space "w. 
It is immediate from the definitions that the sets in (8) are open in A and satisfy tf#. n VMn = 0, U^" c t/*|n+1 and K,,, c ^|n+1.
Finally, we define U'-H'U U t/*|" X {<p\n} and V « K' U U ^ X {*|-}, <j>|7ie<"a> <¡>|ne<"« (10) and proceed to show that these are open sets in Y which separate H' and K'. That U' and K' are disjoint follows immediately from (9) and (10), and the fact that H' and K' are disjoint.
To prove that IT is open in Y let us first observe it suffices to show that to each x E H there corresponds a final segment S of <w« such that i//|#i G 5 implies x E U^".
For then we can define g(\p\n) to be any index satisfying W^ny(x) c Um" whenever \b\n E S, and it follows from (4) and (10) that U' contains the neighborhood W(S, g) of (x, to).
To prove (11), fix x in H and let <f> be an element of "u such that x E H "e« ^Ib-For any ^ > <p, it follows from (2), (6) and (7) that (x, i//) e A c Í/.
Hence, by (8), there exists some n(tp) E a such that x E U^^, and consequently x E UM" for all n > n(xb) by (9). It follows that 5 = {i//|n: \j/ > </> and n > n(\p)} is a final segment satisfying (11). We conclude that Then one easily checks that each of the sets D^n is closed and discrete in X, and that X = U +|"e<»<J ^|"-Since the set <uw is countable, X is a-discrete, and that completes the proof of the Theorem.
In the next section we give some applications to the study of completely additive-analytic families.
3. Completely additive-analytic families. The property of a space having all subsets analytic can be extended to families of sets in the following way. A family £E of subsets of a space X is said to be completely additive-analytic (or caa) in X if for every subfamily &' of (£, the union US' is analytic in X. Completely additive-Borel families are defined similarly. In [H,] we showed that a caa family of pairwise disjoint sets in a complete metric space is a-discretely decomposable (add).6 This was the basis for extending a substantial part of the classical theory of 6A family & of subsets of a space X is a-discretely decomposable if there exist sets En, for each £ in S and /i in w, such that £ = U ,e, En and {£": E B 6} is discrete in X lot fixed n.
Borel measurable mappings to nonseparable metric spaces (see [H,] and [HJ) . Kaniewski and Pol in [KP] extended this result to include the case of point-finite families.
Recently in [F3] Fleissner treated the Kaniewski-Pol result without the assumption of completeness as an axiom which he calls Proposition P. Fleissner shows that if there is a model of set theory with a supercompact cardinal, then there is a model in which Proposition P is valid. His proof reveals an interesting relationship between add families, caa families, and d-families,7 and Fleissner asks if there is any evidence to affirm that these results are implied by ( V = L). The main theorem of this paper together with the two corollaries to follow would appear to support such an affirmation. Remarks. The above corollary is, of course, true for any first countable 7,-space A such that A X F is normal. I do not know if it remains true (even for metric spaces) if "pairwise disjoint" is replaced by "point-finite". The best I can do in this case is to point out that every selector will have a a-discrete subset of the same cardinality by Lázár's theorem ( [J, Appendix 3] ; cf. also the proof of Theorem 1 in [KP] ). Also, let us point out that Corollary 1 is emphatically not true for pointcountable families, even for completely additive-F,, families in the space of real numbers, as the following example shows. Example 2. Use the Hausdorff N,-sum Theorem [K, p. 484 ] to get R = U "<M| Ga where, for each a, Ga is a Gs-set in R, Ga c C7a+1, and there exists some xa E Ga+X -Ga. Then one easily checks that the family {R -Ga: a < u>x) is point-countable, completely additive-Fa in R and has the uncountable (hence non-a-discrete) set [xa: a < w,} as a selector. If one assumes (CH), then there also exists an example which is completely additive-Gs (see [KP, Example 1] ).
Consider now the following concepts introduced by Pol in [P] . Fix a family <£ of subsets of A. A subset F of A is said to be d-discrete provided we can choose a member Ax of &, for each x G E, so that Ax n E = {x}. If A is a topological space, & is said to be weakly discrete provided that every & -discrete set is a-discrete. (Note that every d-family is weakly discrete and that the two notions coincide for disjoint families.)
7A family S of subsets of a space A" is a d-family if every selector for S is «»-discrete; i.e., if S = {xE e E: E G S }, then S is a-discrete.
In [P] Pol proves an interesting theorem "On a-discrete reduction" showing that every weakly discrete point-countable covering of a metric space X consisting of sets of weight < N, has a a-discrete refinement. Examples are also given to show that neither the point-countability nor the weight restriction can be omitted in general. It is also shown that every completely additive-extended-Borel family (in the sense of [H3]) in a complete metric space is weakly discrete.
In [H4] we use a result of Martin and Solovay [MS] to show that it is consistent with (MA H-i CH) that there exists a point-countable completely additive-analytic family of subsets of the reals which is not weakly discrete. We can now deduce as a corollary to our Theorem that it is consistent for all such families (in any metric space) to be weakly discrete.
